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ABSTRACT  We discuss data quality and modeling issues inherent in the use of nationwide property data to value environmental amenities. By example of Zillow’s Transaction and Assessment Database, a real estate database covering the United States, we identify challenges and propose guidance for (1) identifying arm’s-length sales; (2) geolocating parcels and buildings; (3) identifying temporal links between transaction, assessor, and parcel data; (4) identifying property types, such as single-family homes and vacant lands; and (5) dealing with missing or mismeasured data for standard housing attributes. We review...
current practice and show that how researchers address these issues can meaningfully influence research findings. (JEL Q51)

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen a rapid growth in empirical studies that use large-scale real estate data to value environmental amenities and hazards in the United States. This growth in empirical work is not new. The output of research papers using hedonic property value methods has been trending upward for three decades (Hanley and Czajkowski 2019), reflecting enduring interest in estimating people’s environmental preferences, federal mandates to consider such values in regulatory cost-benefit analyses, and recent advances in computational capacity, econometric methods, and best practices (Bishop et al. 2020). A noteworthy recent trend is the publication of many hedonic analyses that make inferences across large and diverse geographic areas (see examples in Appendix Table A1). Although there are many sources of real estate microdata (e.g., state-level databases, private data aggregators, multiple listing services), an important contributor to this recent growth has been the decision of Zillow, a U.S. online real estate marketplace company, to share its Transaction and Assessment Database (ZTRAX) for free with U.S. academic, nonprofit, and government researchers between 2016 and 2023 (Zillow Group 2021b).

Access to large-scale real estate data has many potential benefits for economic research. It can help researchers improve and expand the set of available estimates of people’s preferences for various amenities associated with property locations and characteristics (Bernstein, Gustafson, and Lewis 2019; Clarke and Freedman 2019; Albouy, Christensen, and Sarmiento-Barbieri 2020; Baldauf, Garlappi, and Yannelis 2020; Murfin and Spiegel 2020). It can narrow gaps in the geographic coverage of evidence derived from small-scale studies (Guignet et al. 2022). And it can mitigate some risks identified as contributing to a “credibility crisis” in environmental and resource economics (Ferraro and Shukla 2020, 2022). For instance, broader access to nationwide data puts more researchers in a position to reproduce and replicate findings from prior studies and test their generalizability across different contexts. This greatly increases the credibility of existing results and the intellectual merit of such findings (Maniadis, Tufano, and List 2014, 2017). Similarly, research efforts that would suffer from underpowered designs if conducted in a single locality can produce more defensible and insightful results when pooling real estate data across many sites.

Large-scale real estate datasets also create new analytical challenges. In the United States, such data are usually aggregated from public records provided by thousands of local data generators (county tax assessors, deed registries, and mapping departments). Analysts often find that large-scale public records data are provided in an only partially preprocessed state and require substantial cleaning to be usable for empirical analyses. For ZTRAX, Zillow explicitly cautions its users that “extensive exploring on your part is required due to the detailed, rich, and nuanced nature of the dataset” (Zillow Group 2021a). Researchers therefore face many data preparation choices that can affect findings but for which no published codebooks or best practice guidelines exist. If unreported, flexibility in data preparation adds to the range of “researcher degrees of freedom” (Simmons, Nelson, and Simonsohn 2011) that can leave studies vulnerable to researcher behavior that undermines the credibility of empirical findings (Christensen and Miguel 2018). Awareness of potential errors and biases, a full documentation of filtering choices, and a careful discussion of potential effects on research findings can reduce the influence of such “hidden” researcher decisions (Huntington-Klein et al. 2021), enable reviewers and editors to ask the right questions, and enhance the reproducibility, replicability, and generalizability of published work.

In this article, we catalog and discuss issues related to researcher decisions when working with real estate microdata. The article is the result of a group effort by academic researchers from 10 U.S. universities who have used ZTRAX for several large-scale property-level analyses and who share an interest in the accuracy, reliability, and reproducibility of empirical findings. Contributors to this article
have used ZTRAX data to estimate the cost of land acquisitions for conservation purposes (Nolte 2020), the property value effects of national parks and historic sites (Zabel, Nolte, and Paterson 2024 [this issue]), the benefits of lake water quality (Mamun et al. 2023; Swedberg et al. 2024 [this issue]), the effects of water markets on agricultural land values (Chaudhry, Fairbanks, and Nolte 2024 [this issue]), the cost of hazardous chemical releases and the benefits of subsequent cleanups (Guignet and Nolte 2023; Guignet et al. 2023), the risk of flood damage to residential homes (Gourevitch et al. 2023), the effects of flood insurance policies (Hennighausen et al. 2023; Pollack et al. 2023), and the property value impacts of critical habitat designations under the U.S. Endangered Species Act (Mamun, Nelson, and Nolte 2024 [this issue]). Through this work, we have identified common problems of working with large-scale property data and experimented with potential solutions in the following areas:

- Identifying transaction prices reflecting fair market value.
- Geolocating transacted properties (land and buildings).
- Linking transactions to time-variant property characteristics.
- Identifying specific types of properties (e.g., single-family homes or vacant lands).
- Dealing with missing or mismeasured data for standard housing attributes.

After a brief introduction to data types and sources, we discuss each issue, establish its relevance, and consider a range of potential solutions for each. We then conduct a literature review of recent peer-reviewed ZTRAX-based analyses to examine the extent to which researchers disclosed their decisions on each issue. Last, we explore the extent to which findings can be affected by analysts’ choices using an illustrative hedonic analysis with different data preparation specifications to estimate the effect of flood zone location on property prices. Alongside this article, we publish a set of digital resources (deed interpretations, filtering tables, source code) to document our choices and help other analysts implement, scrutinize, and improve data preparation procedures and assumptions.

While ZTRAX forms the basis of our analyses, the issues and solutions we discuss generalize to other real estate microdata sources. We see this article as a starting point for the development of best data practices guidelines for large-scale property-based analyses in the United States. Our propositions should not be interpreted as an attempt to develop universal standards for all cases, as many decisions will remain specific to research questions, location, and dataset. However, by helping researchers, reviewers, and editors develop an awareness for the potential consequences of data preparation choices on research results, we hope this article will encourage a broader application of steps that can increase the credibility and transparency of empirical findings, such as a more consistent documentation of data processing choices to facilitate reproduction and replication and a consideration of a broader range of errors and robustness checks in analyses and reviews.

2. Data Types and Sources

Real estate databases used in hedonic analyses often use at least one of three distinct types of public records data. In the United States, these public records are produced by different branches of local government (e.g., county, town, or registry district) and serve different purposes:

- Assessment data refer to tabular data compiled by local tax assessors for assessing and collecting property taxes. Because tax assessors are tasked with maintaining a complete account of the taxable value of all properties in their jurisdiction, assessment data can usually be expected to contain a complete or nearly complete list of properties in a county or town. The set of variables collected for each property varies across geographies but commonly includes property identifiers, such as assessor parcel numbers (APNs) and addresses; assessed or appraised values, sometimes provided separately for land and buildings; building characteristics, such as age, size, number...
of stories, bathrooms, bedrooms, and other features (pool, garage); land characteristics, such as lot size, land use category, and other features (e.g., lake frontage, views); and owner identifiers, such as names, addresses, and tax account numbers.

- Transaction data refer to tabular data of property transaction records, including deeds, mortgages, and foreclosures. Transaction data are generated only if and when property ownership changes and can include repeat sales (i.e., multiple transactions of the same property). Again, the set of available variables varies across geographies but often includes transaction price, date, document type (e.g., deed type), owner and seller names, property identifiers, and other information of interest (e.g., flags for intrafamily, arm’s-length, or partial-interest transfers, information on mortgages and loans). Property identifiers can then be used to link assessment and transaction data.

- Parcel boundary data refer to geolocated polygons of parcel boundaries (i.e., vector data). Digital parcel maps now exist in all but a few U.S. counties. Parcel boundary data usually come with an attribute table that includes variables for each property, including parcel identifiers (APNs, addresses) as well as different subsets of attributes joined from assessment data, such as owner names and assessed values. Parcels and properties are not always identical: a single property can have multiple parcels (e.g., a large ranch), and a single parcel can include multiple properties (e.g., multifamily homes).

Our exemplar data, ZTRAX, contain assessment and transaction data but no parcel boundary data. Many of the insights we share have been obtained by comparing ZTRAX records with supplementary datasets, such as parcel boundaries, as well as satellite-derived building footprints and land cover classes. The authors affiliated with Boston University linked most ZTRAX records for the contiguous United States (CONUS) to parcel boundary data using text-based parcel identifiers and conversion algorithms developed as part of the Private-Land Conservation Evidence System (PLACES) (Nolte 2020) and described in a later section on geolocation. Because we use licensed parcel boundary data from third-party providers for approximately two-thirds of U.S. counties, we are not allowed to publicly share the full parcel-level dataset underlying our claims, such as corrected parcel and building coordinates. However, with the methodological descriptions we offer here and access to similar parcel boundary data, a computationally versed reader should be able to reproduce our findings for their study region and implement the proposed corrections and filters. Unless otherwise stated, all maps and statistics in this article are derived from the ZTRAX database version made available in October 2019 (downloaded on February 3, 2020) and limited to CONUS.

According to Zillow, ZTRAX is sourced “from a major large third-party provider and through an internal initiative we call County Direct” (Zillow Group 2021a). Geographic coverage of transaction data (>2,750 counties, >400 million transactions) is smaller than that of assessment data (>3,100 counties, >150 million properties). The dataset also contains an archive of historical assessment that allows tracking changes at the property level; its temporal coverage extends to the early 2000s in most states but varies across geographies (Appendix Figure A1).

ZTRAX exhibits substantial geographic heterogeneity in the availability of transaction price information, the dependent variable in most property-focused revealed-preference studies. The availability of price information is strongly shaped by the extent to which U.S. states require disclosure of sales prices (Figure 1). Lists of nondisclosure states commonly include Alaska, Idaho, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Texas, Utah, and Wyoming (Wentland et al. 2020). We also find sales price data to be rare in Indiana, Maine, Missouri, and South Dakota, and in a large share of counties in several other states (e.g., Alabama, Nebraska, Michigan, and Minnesota). Where the density of sale price observations is scarce, some transactions might still contain price data, but these are rarely representative (e.g., they might be associated with foreclosures or public sales) and therefore warrant greater
scrutiny. States and counties also vary in the length of the time for which transaction data are consistently available. Most counties contain transaction data for the first two decades of the twenty-first century. Three or more decades of data are available for the Northeast (Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island); much of California, Florida, Tennessee, and Ohio; and urban centers across the country (Appendix Figure A2).

3. Data Preparation Challenges

Identifying Transaction Prices Reflecting Fair Market Value

Real estate appraisals, hedonic pricing methods, risk assessments, and other property analyses often rely on the assumption that transaction prices are indicative of the fair market value (FMV) of the transacted property. FMV is the price at which a property would change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller in a competitive market, neither party being under any compulsion to buy or sell. Public transaction data often include prices of transactions that do not fulfill these conditions, such as transactions between family members, transactions under distress (e.g., foreclosures), transactions below market value from public actors (e.g., by a targeted sale to veterans), or prices referring to monetary amounts other than the full property value (e.g., loans, mortgages, partial interests). To avoid biases that can affect subsequent conclusions, researchers must be able to identify and isolate FMV transactions.

Guidelines on how to identify FMV transactions in public records data are limited. Transaction records often include fields that can be used for developing filters, such as document types, seller and buyer names, or arm's-length or intrafamily flags. However, the interpretation of document types often requires domain expertise on the legal meaning and usage of different types of contract documents and how that usage varies across jurisdictions. Ancillary flags developed to address these concerns are often of undocumented provenance and incomplete. For instance, the transaction data in ZTRAX contain an intrafamily transfer flag that identifies transactions between family members using an undocumented algorithm. Based on a comparison of buyer and seller names, we estimate that this flag potentially misses 15.2 million intrafamily transactions (6.1% of deed records). Zillow confirms that...
their own cleaning procedure includes an internal text-matching algorithm (Zillow Group 2021a) that is not publicly documented.

We propose filters for nine variables available in ZTRAX, and likely in similar real estate databases, to identify transactions whose prices are more likely to reflect FMV (Appendix A1). Our approach distinguishes between transactions where the reported sales price reflects FMV with “high,” “medium,” and “low” confidence. After applying each filter to its respective variable, the individual filters can be combined (e.g., by only retaining transactions that obtained a “high confidence” value across all filters).

A description of filters and filtered categories is provided in Appendix B. Six of the nine listed filters are straightforward exclusions based on discrete values (data types, document types, loan types, price types, intrafamily flags) or cutoffs (for token prices). Three warrant elaboration:

- **Name similarity:** To enhance the identification of intrafamily transfers, we compute a similarity index between buyer and seller names. For each transaction, our algorithm computes the percentage of identical words appearing in both fields, weighing each word by the inverse of the square root of its relative frequency in the same county. This inverse frequency weighting reduces the probability that name similarity is erroneously established from frequently occurring words (e.g., John or Michael). We omit words with two letters or fewer and remove frequent generic words (e.g., bank, LCC). Transactions for which buyer or seller names returned a similarity index of 66% or more are flagged as “low confidence” FMV sales. We note that this threshold should be treated as a rule of thumb, as we do not have a way to validate predictions based on different cutoffs to determine which minimizes classification error. Using this method, we estimate the actual number to be 29.1%, a difference of 15.2 million transactions. We provide Python code to reproduce this similarity index with this article (Appendix E).

- **Document types:** Developing filters for the 161 different document types is not trivial because they can have different meanings and usages in different states. For instance, warranty deeds are the most frequent source of FMV transactions in most states, but grant deeds are more frequent in California, Nevada, and Vermont. Quitclaim deeds rarely contain sales price information in most states, except Massachusetts and Vermont where prices are frequently provided (Appendix Figure A3). Because ZTRAX contains 3,837 unique combinations of states and document types, an in-depth assessment of each combination is not feasible. Our filters therefore combine a hierarchical exclusion filter with a data-driven follow-up. First, with the help of a land use attorney, we make deterministic choices for the most frequent unambiguous document codes, including flags for foreclosures, intrafamily transfers, loans, and cancellations. An explanation of the meanings of the most frequent deeds is provided in Appendix A1. For the remaining, nonexcluded codes, we base our filters on two ancillary statistics computed for each combination of states and document codes: (1) the percentage of transactions with a price greater than $1,000, and (2) the percentage of nonfamily transactions (see first bullet point). We flag state-code combinations where at least one of these statistics was found to be less than 10% or less than 33% as “low” and “medium” confidence, respectively.

- **Public buyers and sellers:** We identify public parties in a transaction from their respective name fields using text pattern matching (“regular expressions”; see Friedl 2006). There are a broad range of public organizations in the United States, and their names can be spelled in diverse ways in and across county registries. In states and regions where price data are scarce (e.g., Arkansas, Indiana, Texas), a comparatively large share of transaction data can
come from public sources of sales records, which can bias estimates of property value downward. Idiosyncrasies are common: in Arkansas, for instance, commissioners of state lands were identified in records by their personal names, not by their positions. Our approach is best described as a hybrid of top-down (names of preidentified agencies) and bottom-up (spelling learned from the data) identification of string patterns of public organizations. Owing to the absence of an external validation dataset for testing, we do not claim that the set of expressions is comprehensive. Instead, we share a machine-readable table of text patterns with this article (Appendix C) and will post feedback we receive at http://placeslab.org/hedonic-data-practices.

Geolocating Transacted Properties: Land and Buildings

Property analyses that study localized spatial phenomena often need accurate information of the location of land, buildings, or both. For example, many hedonic property value analyses infer landowners’ preferences for environmental characteristics from spatial associations between the prices of transacted properties and environmental variables of interest. To do so, analysts must geolocate transacted properties and then computationally derive variables of interest from spatial data of environmental attributes. Depending on the application, demands on spatial precision can be high. For instance, Netusil, Moeltner, and Jarrad (2019) show that estimates of the impact of floodplain location on property values can be very sensitive to the choice of parcel boundaries versus buildings footprints as the spatial reference. Many analyses benefit from incorporating information on the characteristics of the land under each parcel. For example, estimates of the impact of development restrictions (and the cost of conservation easements) must account for a parcel’s potential for future development, which is affected by its terrain, wetland presence, flood risk, existing land cover, and so on. Point locations are usually insufficient for the computation of such area-based proxies; instead, a geolocated polygon of the parcel boundary is required.

Many large-scale property analyses rely on point locations (latitude and longitude) found in assessment or transaction data to geolocate properties: for instance, 85% of peer-reviewed hedonic analyses using ZTRAX made this choice (see our subsequent literature review). However, the provenance and meaning of geographic coordinates are often unknown and poorly documented. Zillow describes its coordinates as “enhanced Tiger coordinates” (Zillow Group 2021a) and “populated by GEO-Coder,” which might refer to the U.S. Census Geocoder (U.S. Census Bureau 2021). Using these coordinates without careful attention to the coordinate system, duplicates, missing data, and building locations can lead to misleading or unrepresentative findings. We identified six issues that are particularly worthy of attention. Appendix Figure A4 illustrates these issues in two U.S. counties (Middlesex in Massachusetts and Lane in Oregon):

- Latitude and longitude coordinates can be derived using various geodetic datums (e.g., NAD27, NAD83, WGS84). However, information about the geodetic datum used to derive coordinates is not always provided in the metadata of real estate databases, and in ZTRAX, it is entirely missing. Comparisons with georeferenced parcel boundary data suggest that until early 2020, the predominant datum of ZTRAX varied by county in a nonpredictable pattern (Appendix Figure A5). In more recent versions (October 2021), most counties use the more recent WGS84 datum, but exceptions remain (e.g., in New England). We also found counties using multiple geodetic datums for neighboring properties. Not correcting for these issues can lead to systematic geolocation errors that vary in magnitude across geographies: they will generally be higher on the coasts (~ 100 m in California, ~ 40 m in New England) but are largely negligible in the Midwest (e.g., Indiana and Michigan).

- Some coordinates seem to be derived from zip code area centroids instead of parcel locations or street addresses, without being flagged as such. Anecdotal evidence from visual inspection suggests that this issue is particularly common for recent
subdivisions and properties without addresses. Using these coordinates can lead to geolocation errors of greater than 1 km.

- Many records are missing latitude and longitude data (Appendix Figure A6). Missing data are often associated with particular types of parcels (e.g., vacant parcels, rural parcels, records without addresses). Excluding them from an analysis where such parcels would otherwise be included will result in nonrandom selection into the sample.

- Some counties appear to base their coordinates on parcel centroids, whereas others seem to refer to building locations. Distances between building footprints and parcel centroids vary across the country (Appendix Figure A7); mean distances of more than 100 m are common in rural settings with large parcels. Uhl et al. (2021) compared ZTRAX locations with remote sensing–derived building footprint data (Microsoft 2018) and find positional accuracy decreases as one moves from urban to rural settings. Analyses that assess the impact of spatially precise policies (e.g., official floodplains) are thus subject to errors of possibly large magnitudes (Netusil, Moeltner, and Jarrad 2019).

- Most counties contain at least some incorrect, nonduplicate parcel locations (Appendix Figure A8). Possible observed reasons include coordinates being based on owner’s mailing addresses (instead of property location addresses) and subdivisions of parcels.

- Point locations can change between updates. For instance, in a comparison of Rhode Island property locations between versions of ZTRAX downloaded in 2017 and 2019, we found zip code area centroid placeholders replaced with street address geolocations (Appendix Figure A9). For many Rhode Island properties, we found minor shifts in point locations that were multidirectional and thus not simply attributable to changes in projection (Appendix Figure A9). Although such changes appear to reflect improvements in geolocation over time, they also highlight the need to exercise caution when geolocating assessment data that span multiple time periods.

There are several options to improve the geolocation of assessment and transaction data. Because geocoordinates appear to have improved in recent years, we recommend starting with the most recent available database. Analysts can choose among the following options as a function of their resource constraints (data access and time available for data inspection and cleaning) and the anticipated sensitivity of findings to geolocation errors:

- Quick fixes: Analysts without access to digital parcel maps or without the geoprocesing skills to link assessment and transaction records to parcels and buildings can enhance the reliability of their findings with two fixes: ensure that the correct geodetic datum is used to spatially locate coordinates (Appendix Figure A5, Appendix D) and drop entries with duplicate coordinates, especially if these coordinates are zip code area centroids and if dropped records have either no or unique street addresses. Appendix Figure A6 shows the prevalence of missing and nonempty duplicate coordinates in ZTRAX assessment data and thus of anticipated reductions in sample size and county coverage when removing these entries. Appendix Figure A8 shows how much geolocation error remains in each county after implementing these two fixes. In most counties, the median geolocation error drops to less than 1 m, suggesting that most parcels are correctly located. However, mean errors can be large (often >500 m), indicating that a share of parcels will remain incorrectly located, sometimes to a large degree.

- Crop to county and zip code boundaries: If county identifiers and zip codes are provided, they can be used to remove coordinates that fall outside the corresponding spatial boundary. Official boundaries of counties and zip codes are available through the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series National Historical Geographic Information System (IPUMS-NHGIS) (Manson et al. 2018). We do not recommend cropping to smaller census units (e.g., census tract or block boundaries): in the case of ZTRAX, identifiers for these units appear to have...
been derived directly from the geocoordinates through spatial joins.

- **Geocode addresses:** If records with missing geocoordinates contain addresses (street, city, and zip code) (Appendix Figure A10), analysts can improve the completeness of geolocations by means of additional geocoding (e.g., by using the U.S. Census Geocoder or the GeoCoder API, at https://geocoder.readthedocs.io). This approach remains untested and might be vulnerable to the same issues we observe for coordinates in assessment data but will likely be able to take advantage of recent updates to geolocation databases.

- **Linking assessment data to parcel boundary data:** Digital parcel maps now exist in at least 3,073 (97.8%) of counties in CONUS. In most cases, parcel boundaries can be uniquely and reliably linked to assessment data using APNs or unique taxpayer account numbers. This approach tends to lead to a more reliable and complete geolocation of assessment data than the previous fixes. It also allows analysts to derive important indicators of property value from the parcel boundary data (e.g., building footprint size, road access, lake frontage, wetland coverage, forest stocks). However, establishing this linkage is complicated by idiosyncratic differences in the syntaxes of APNs, which vary between assessor and parcel boundary datasets and geographically between neighboring counties and towns.

We recommend a four-step approach that consists of (1) developing text pattern descriptors (regular expressions; see Friedl 2006) to identify the prevalent APN syntax in a given county or town and to extract the identifying text fragments (e.g., numbers or letters without placeholders); (2) reformatting and recombining the extracted text fragments to create a new parcel identifier with the same syntax for both assessment and parcel polygon data; (3) iterating over the two previous steps until the new parcel identifier produces the largest number of uniquely matched records across assessment and parcel boundary data; and (4) double-checking that this linkage results in relatively small spatial distances between geographic locations provided in the assessment data and matched parcel boundaries. The last step helps identify erroneous linkages when the syntaxes of two identifier columns are apparently similar but refer to different concepts (e.g., both APNs and tax account numbers might use numeric identifiers, but one refers to parcels and the other refers to persons). Using this approach, analysts will be able to link most parcel boundaries to assessment data in most counties (Appendix Figure A11).

- **Identifying building locations:** After linking assessment records to parcel boundaries, analysts can use spatial data on building footprints to identify the precise location of buildings within a parcel. A nationwide open-source dataset of 130 million building footprint polygons was made available by Microsoft (2018) and has been updated multiple times since its initial release. Derived from high-resolution satellite imagery with a documented machine learning algorithm, these data are, to our knowledge, the most consistent open-source indicator of building presence for the United States currently available free of charge. Some downsides remain: dates of observation are not always provided and can be more than a decade old in some instances. We also observe an underreporting of buildings under tree cover.

**Linking Transactions to Time-Varying Property Characteristics**

Analysts often need to establish a reliable link between transaction prices and the characteristics of the property at the time of sale. Assessment data are an important source for these attributes, often reporting building square footage, lot size, architectural style, counts of units, rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms, and the presence of other features (e.g., garage, pool). Parcel boundary data can provide further information on lot size, building location, land cover, and access to roads, water bodies, or open space. These characteristics can change over time as buildings are built, remodeled, or destroyed and as boundaries are redrawn following subdivisions or mergers. Analysts usually want to be certain that characteristics observed in assessment data and
parcel boundary data are the same as those observed at the time of sale.

Assessment and parcel boundary data provide only cross-sectional snapshots of property conditions at a single point in time, typically a recent one. Dataset versions for multiple years sometimes exist, and some providers of parcel boundary data offer archives of historical data. However, synthesizing datasets from multiple time periods substantially increases data volumes and time cost for an analysis, often with uncertain benefits. Furthermore, not all regions have historical data.

Analysts often consider alternative strategies to exclude transactions whose observed characteristics might not reflect those at the time of sale. Unobserved renovations between sales are particularly problematic for repeat sales analyses, often considered a gold standard for evaluating property value changes (Bishop et al. 2020; Banzhaf 2021). The availability of data on the time a building was built or remodeled varies across the United States (Figure 2; see also Leyk et al. 2020). We also observed building year values for identical properties differ between historical and current versions of assessment data in bidirectional and idiosyncratic ways that cannot be explained by new constructions alone (Appendix Figure A12) but indicate that building year data are collected, updated, and interpreted in different ways across space and time. Filtering choices that increase the confidence in the quality of data over time (e.g., dropping counties, dropping sales, ignoring the issue) will likely affect the geographic coverage of findings (e.g., dropping observations in Vermont or Wisconsin). Satellite-based land
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**Figure 2**

County-Level Availability of Data on Years of Change to Buildings in Residential Assessment Records in ZTRAX: top, Year Built; bottom left, Year Remodeled; bottom right, Effective Year Built.

% availability: year built

% availability: year remodeled

% availability: effective year built

*Note:* The “effective year built” is of unknown provenance; it could be a hybrid of “built” and “remodeled” year but might include other adjustments.
cover change observations offer the potential of an independent detection of changes but come with their own set of challenges, such as classification errors, insufficient resolution, or limited temporal coverage.

In our analyses, we consider the following solution options. Their relative utility to the analyst will depend on the application and study area. For instance, analyses of the temporal dynamics of urban growth will likely need to apply more rigorous standards than analyses of the effects of changes to nearby amenities in a stable urban core.

- **Identify and account for sales with misrepresented characteristics based on years of building updates:** Assessment data often contain information on the year the building was first constructed and in a minority of counties the year of the last remodel (Figure 2). Where both variables are available, analysts can identify transactions of properties that have been developed or remodeled since the sale. Based on available data, such sales make up 2%–10% of the sample in most counties (Appendix Figure A13). There are two possible approaches to account for these transactions: (1) running the analysis after excluding such observations, and (2) controlling for an indicator of such transactions and interacting it with all hedonic variables. These approaches provide useful robustness checks that analysts can use to gauge the importance of potentially misrepresented variables in the context of their analysis. Counties that provide data on building year allow for the exclusion of new developments, but analysts will need to consider the probability of remodeling and potential biases as part of their estimation procedure. In counties where neither type of data are available, the analyst must also consider the extent to which new unobserved buildings might affect their results. Finally, pending a more in-depth understanding of the reasons behind idiosyncratic changes of building year data over time (Appendix Figure A12), analysts might consult with local tax assessors about the reasons for such changes or conduct sensitivity checks that incorporate building year data from different database versions (including the database history) or external data sources, such as historical maps or aerial imagery.

- **Exclude sales based on remote observations:** In the absence of consistent building year indicators, we considered leveraging public, satellite-based indicators of land cover change of increasing spatial-temporal resolutions and extents. Unfortunately, most nationwide historical estimates before 2013 will likely be based on products derived from medium-resolution imagery (Landsat) that are not always reliable (Brown et al. 2020) and often miss low-density development in rural, forested areas (Olofsson et al. 2016). Using the most recent public release of LCMAP, a product developed by the U.S. Geological Survey that tracks annual change to land cover between 1985 and 2017, we find low correspondence between building years in assessment data and remotely sensed transitions from undeveloped to developed land cover (Appendix Figure A14). Modern high-resolution satellites with more frequent temporal coverage (Sentinel-2, Planet Labs) will help improve observations of change. Because of the observed uncertainties associated with this approach, we currently recommend it as a robustness check only.

- **Constrain the time horizon of the analysis:** We expect the likelihood of unobserved changes to be higher the more time has passed since sales and the observation of property characteristics. Analysts can narrow the time horizon of the analysis by excluding sales outside a time window around the acquisition date of the property data. This likely reduces error but at the expense of a reduced sample size, a lesser ability to observe long-term trends, and lower explanatory power of analyses estimating effects of natural events or policy changes that happened further in the past.

- **Use datasets from multiple time periods:** Historical assessment and parcel boundary data can sometimes be obtained from data aggregators. We have not systematically assessed the availability and quality of such historical data across the country, but we anticipate that they vary geographically...
as a function of the time at which county offices digitize their records and data aggregators expand their geographic coverage (a process that is still ongoing).

**Identifying Different Types of Properties**

Analysts often need to be able to restrict the sample of transactions to specific types of properties, such as single-family homes, agricultural lands, or vacant lots. Hedonic valuation studies require the identification and delineation of a real estate market to satisfy underlying assumptions that identical properties will sell for the same price throughout that market (i.e., the “law of one price”; see Bishop et al. 2020). Similarly, efforts to estimate the value of undeveloped land (Nolte 2020) must be able to reliably identify and exclude parcels with buildings, as buildings often represent a large share of a property’s value.

The availability, usage, and quality of variables used to identify properties in submarkets vary across geographies. For instance, ZTRAX contains a “property land use standard code” with a hierarchical classification scheme, but its provenance is undocumented, and the type of properties identified with a specific code varies, often across state boundaries (Figure 3). In most counties, single-family homes are identified as RR101, but in others, RR999 (inferred single-family), RR000 (general residential), or RR102 (rural residence) are also commonly used. Some counties have one code for all agricultural land (AG000), while others use VL108 (agricultural, unimproved) to identify similar lands or break down the agricultural land category into subcategories such as AG101 (farm) and AG109 (timberland/forest/trees).

Identifying vacant lands is particularly challenging. For instance, ZTRAX’s indicator “number of buildings” misses most buildings in hundreds of counties (Appendix Figure A15). A substantial share of parcels with “vacant” land use codes have building footprints, and many parcels with “residential” land use codes have no building footprints (Appendix Figure A16). Alternative indicators for building presence can be derived from assessment data (e.g., property land use codes or the assessed value of buildings) or from remote sensing data linked to parcel boundaries (e.g., building footprints or developed land cover). However, no single indicator is unambiguously perfect for a nationwide analysis (Appendix Figure A15).

We recommend that analysts of assessment data exercise caution in developing their submarket filters by testing the robustness of their results to alternative plausible filtering conditions, and documenting their choice of filtering steps alongside published results.

- Single-family homes are likely best identified by combining several land use codes (in ZTRAX: RR000, RR101, RR102,
Dealing with Missing or Mismeasured Data for Standard Housing Attributes

Hedonic analyses must distinguish effects of environmental attributes on property values from those of other confounding variables. Many analyses control for key characteristics of land and buildings in a regression framework and/or through matching techniques. This requires that these characteristics are reliably and consistently observed across the study region.

The availability of standard housing attributes in assessment data varies across counties, often clustered by state. For instance, across all residential property records in ZTRAX, data gaps exist for lot size (15.1% missing), building valuation (21.4%), square footage of living area (28.6%), number of bathrooms (33.1%), number of bedrooms (53.1%), and total number of rooms (60.1%) (Figure 4). Nonsensical zero values (e.g., zero rooms, zero living area) are not uncommon. When nonzero values are observed, they can refer to different units or measurement strategies, which are not necessarily explained (e.g., frontage feet vs. lot area, square footage of building footprint vs. square footage of all floors). For instance, despite the nearly complete availability of “lot size” data (Figure 4), summing the lot size of all parcels in a given county in Florida does not aggregate to the total area of the county (Clapp et al. 2018). Differences can occur across and within jurisdictions, presumably due to variability in practices between communities or individual assessors.

Missing data means that researchers face sample selection issues, whereas unreliable data is a measurement error issue. Both can involve trade-offs between empirical specification and geographic coverage. For instance, analysts who prefer to exclude records with missing data will likely have to work with a substantially constrained and geographically nonrepresentative sample. A pairwise completeness analysis for a subset of attributes (Appendix Figure A17) indicates considerable heterogeneity of attribute completeness in assessment data; for example, the joint analysis of building square footage and land use type would cover a sample of 68% of its almost 150
million property records. Analysts who maintain those observations and somehow account for missing attribute values in their empirical models must consider how their choice of methods might bias their estimators and affect the geographic extent of their analysis. Common examples of these methods include using only a subset of the available measures; using spatial or temporal fixed effects, the average housing characteristics in the location, or repeat sales models to proxy for unobserved quality; using dummy variables to control for missing observations; and interpolating missing values either from available indicators or based on out-of-sample data that contain new information (Moulton, Sanders, and Wentland 2018; Clarke and Freedman 2019; Gindelsky, Moulton, and Wentland 2019; Albouy, Christensen, and Sarmiento-Barbieri 2020; Fraenkel 2020). Analysts working with temporally varying characteristics from the historical assessment data need to be aware of data gaps resulting from subcounty level updating cycles of the underlying assessment data that lead to incompleteness patterns that vary across space and time (Appendix Figure A18a). Methods to mitigate the resulting bias may include spatial aggregation (Appendix Figure A18b) or record-level time series interpolation (Appendix Figure A18c).

A full assessment of the performance of different approaches to account for missing and mismeasured data in housing market models is beyond the scope of this study. Cameron and Trivedi (2005) offer a discussion of these issues and potential solutions. The key issue is understanding whether data errors are random or systematic. Determining how data errors vary spatially will help analysts account for these issues in their empirical specification. We recommend that, even in the presence of time constraints, analysts dedicate a significant amount of time to inspecting data, applying robustness checks, and fully documenting choices and findings.

Data inspection can range from simple “sanity checks” (e.g., verifying the plausibility of values with histograms, checking for unexpected clustering with maps) to more systematic testing, such as calculating correlations between data issues and the outcomes of interest, observable characteristics (e.g., jurisdiction, income, race), or matched external validation data (e.g., lot sizes from parcel boundaries, jurisdiction, income, race). The appropriate data inspection approach should be guided by the analyst’s research question and design. For instance, the pattern of missing and mismeasured data that cause bias are likely to be different between cross-sectional
and panel or difference-in-difference models (see the discussion in Zhang, Phaneuf, and Schaeffer 2022).

Analysts should also include a suite of robustness checks involving different plausible combinations of data filters and models and examine the sensitivity of findings to their choices.

Most important, we recommend that analysts fully document their sampling procedure, including choices of inclusion versus exclusion of observations and attributes based on data availability and reliability, and the implications of that choice on the geographic coverage of findings.

4. Choices Reported in the Literature

To what extent do current hedonic analyses of environmental attributes already acknowledge and address these challenges? To answer this question, we reviewed data filtering, processing, and modeling choices reported in the 27 peer-reviewed journal articles that used ZTRAX to value an environmental attribute using hedonic property value methods and were published by August 10, 2022 (Appendix Table A1). We identified this sample by searching for the term “ZTRAX” in Google Scholar and retaining from the resulting 320 records all studies that met these criteria. We checked whether each study reported undertaking any step from a list of 35 individual processing steps across the five previously discussed challenges (i.e., observed positives; see Figure 5).

On average, we find that reviewed studies report only a small fraction of the proposed steps (average: 5.85 of 35 potential steps; range: 1–11) (Figure 5). Although small, this number does not by itself cast doubt on the validity of the findings of any study for at least three reasons: authors might have implemented a step without reporting it, not all steps are necessary in every analysis (e.g., missing data can be negligible in a given study region), and some steps are substitutes (e.g., filtering out implausible coordinates vs. linking records to parcel boundaries). However, our review also suggests that some peer-reviewed articles might have cut short the full reporting of relevant choices inherent in the analysis of large-scale property data, creating additional and likely unnecessary barriers to reproducibility and replication.

In terms of individual challenges, we find:

- Arm’s-length sales filters: Upper and lower thresholds on sales prices are the most frequently reported type of filter. Thresholds vary widely (lower: $1–$100,000; upper: $1–$10 million or top 0.5%–5%). No study reports excluded sales based on a high similarity between buyer and seller names or based on price types or loan types.

- Geolocation: 23 studies (85%) use property coordinates to measure spatial relationships to the environmental attribute of interest, but only eight report taking any step to address potential geolocation issues, and none report verifying the geodesic datum of coordinates. Authors of three studies chose to ignore property coordinates provided in assessment or transaction data, geocoding street addresses instead.

- Time-varying characteristics: A few studies report to have excluded sales that occurred before a house was built (n = 6) or remodeled (n = 4). It is also common for studies to reduce the time horizon to a more recent time (e.g., 10 studies chose ≥ 2005).

- Property types: 26 of 27 studies focus on residential properties, predominantly single-family homes. However, only a fraction report how the sample was selected, and only four take any steps to examine omission errors (e.g., by not including the full set of building codes) or commission errors (e.g., by verifying that a building exists).

- Missing and mismeasured housing attributes: Most studies include some housing attributes in their hedonic regression (n = 25), including living area (n = 19), age (n = 19), bedrooms (n = 18), bathrooms (n = 18), and lot size (n = 15). The most common choice to deal with missing attributes is to drop observations with missing data (n = 17), whereas only two studies add missing value indicators and recode missing values as zeros. Most analyses also
include neighborhood fixed effects to control for unobserved attributes \((n = 22)\). The smallest spatial scale of these fixed effects varies across studies: zip codes are most frequent \((n = 6)\), followed by block group \((n = 3)\), tracts \((n = 3)\), and counties \((n = 3)\).

5. Sensitivity of Hedonic Coefficients to Data Preparation Choices: An Illustration

Are the results of hedonic studies sensitive to whether and how an analyst chooses to address the five challenges we outline? The answer depends on many factors specific to a study, including its objective, geographic scope, inferential strategy, and coefficients of interest. We therefore cannot address it comprehensively. Instead, we use an illustrative case study to explore whether data processing choices matter in at least one application of interest.

Our case study focuses on the property price effects of being located inside a special flood hazard area (SFHA, 100-year flood zone), as mapped by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (Bin and Kruse 2006; Bin, Kruse, and Landry 2008; Beltrán, Maddison, and Elliott 2018). Because we are interested in highlighting the importance of county-level variation in data availability and quality, we estimate this effect separately for each county within the CONUS.

In each county, we estimate the following log-linear regression:
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\[ \ln(\text{price}_{ijt}) = \alpha + \delta \text{SFHA}_i + X_i \beta + \mu_j + \tau_t + \epsilon_{ijt}, \]  

where \( \text{price}_{ijt} \) is the sales price of property \( i \) in neighborhood \( j \) at time \( t \). The indicator variable of interest is \( \text{SFHA}_i \), which is one if the sold property was located inside the SFHA (“treated”), and zero if FEMA considered the property to be located outside the SFHA (“control”; unmapped areas are excluded). Therefore, \( \delta \) is the coefficient of interest. \( X_i \) contains property-level characteristics, \( \mu_j \) are neighborhood (spatial) fixed effects, \( \tau_t \) are year-quarter fixed effects, and \( \epsilon_{ijt} \) is an error term. Definitions of \( \text{SFHA}_i \), \( X_i \), and \( \mu_j \) vary across our sensitivity checks:

- In our default model, \( \text{SFHA}_i \) is based on Microsoft building footprints: it is one (treated) if the centroid of the largest building footprint on a given parcel is located inside the SFHA, and zero otherwise. We include only properties with one or two footprints. As sensitivity checks, we derive \( \text{SFHA}_i \) from either parcel boundary centroids or assessment data coordinates (October 2021 version of ZTRAX); in both cases, we also assume that the analyst did not use any building footprint data to drop observations without observable buildings or with more than two building footprints.
- \( X_i \) includes lakefront and riverfront indicators to control for the amenity of water access. We derive both from spatial proximity of parcel boundaries and waterbody polygons from the National Hydrography Dataset (U.S. Geological Survey 2017). In our default model, \( X_i \) also includes bedroom and bathroom dummies (i.e., dummy variables for 1, 2, … 10 bedrooms and 0.5, 1, … 10 bathrooms). We vary \( X_i \) across two sensitivity checks: one that drops bedroom and bathroom dummies and one that adds total living area as a supplementary control. Our default run keeps sales of properties with missing bedroom and bathroom data, and adds separate dummies for missing values, zero values, and values above 10 to each (i.e., \( 2 \times 3 \) dummy variables). A sensitivity check drops observations with missing bedroom or bathroom data or zero values in either field.
- In our default model, \( \mu_j \) stands for census tract fixed effects. As sensitivity checks, we also switch to zip code (coarser), block group (finer), and no spatial fixed effects. All spatial units are derived from 2016 NHGIS data 9 (Manson et al. 2018).

Including sales in the regression is subject to multiple filters. In all cases, we select sales of single-family homes that occurred in or after 2000 or after the most recent update to the SFHA in their county (whichever is later) and before October 1, 2021. Owing to well-documented difficulties in separating the negative price effects of coastal flood risk from the positive price effects of coastal amenities (Beltrán et al. 2018; Johnston and Moeltner 2019), we exclude sales located within 2.5 km of an ocean coast. In addition:

- Our default model only includes sales that pass all our high confidence arm’s-length filters. In two sensitivity checks, we also include medium and low confidence sales. In addition, we test the effects of using only a lower price threshold (≥ $1,001), the most frequently reported filter in our literature review.
- Our default model drops sales of properties whose buildings were known to be built in the same year or after the sales transaction occurred. A sensitivity check drops this filter.
- Our default model uses several document codes to identify single-family homes (RR000, RR101, RR102, and RR999). A sensitivity check uses only the simple single-family flag (RR101).

To illustrate the joint importance of multiple decisions, we derive a “current literature” scenario with a set of changes to our default model that we consider representative of steps reported in the existing ZTRAX-based literature: (1) the only arm’s-length filter used is a lower price cutoff ($1,001), (2) treatment identification (SFHA\(_i\)) relies on property coordinates in the assessment data, (3) no building footprint data are used to select the sample, (4) sales with empty or extreme values for bathrooms and bedrooms are dropped, and (5)
sales with new buildings since the transaction are kept.

After fitting each model at the county level, we keep results from all county-level models with a minimum of statistical support, which we define here as being estimated on a sample containing at least 100 identifying treated and 100 identifying control sales. With “identifying,” we mean that we count only sales belonging to categories (lakefront, waterfront, year quarter, bedroom count, bathroom count, and spatial fixed effect, if applicable) that exhibit treatment heterogeneity (i.e., that contain both treated and control sales). While our default model retains results from 297 counties, this count can range from 219 counties when dropping sales with empty or extreme bedroom or bathroom counts (variables for which data are often missing, see Figure 4) to 409 counties when adding in transactions that had not passed our arm’s-length filters.

We compute all county-level differences in the estimated coefficient of interest (δ̂) between our default model (δ̂ref) and each alternative model specification with the same minimum of statistical support. To assess the nationwide magnitude of the effect of processing choices on the estimated SFHA discounts, we also report the percentage of counties in which a county-level study would have led to different conclusions regarding the statistical significance of the SFHA discount (at α=0.05) as well as the averages of county-level estimates of δ̂, weighted equally by county (δ̂avg).

Our results demonstrate that each processing choice has discernible effects on the magnitude and significance of δ̂ or the geographic coverage in our application (Figure 6). Importantly, we find that the effects of choices that are rarely reported in the peer-reviewed hedonic literature—such as the choice of arm’s-length filters, geolocation precision, or the removal of prebuilding sales—can be of similar magnitude as the effects of choices that are more commonly reported, such as dropping missing data observations or using different spatial fixed effects. For example, 17% of county-level estimates cross the statistical significance threshold of α=5% (i.e., switch significance in either direction) when using only a minimum price filter for arm’s-length sales, 20% when switching to property coordinates in assessment data instead of building footprints to assign SFHA treatment, and 12% when not removing prebuilding sales. These counts are of a similar order of magnitude as those observed when switching to zip code fixed effects (18% of county effects switch significance) or block group fixed effects (16%), and substantially larger than the consequences of dropping missing data observations (3%). Similarly, effects on the (county-weighted) magnitude of the SFHA discount can be large. Using only a minimum price filter for arm’s-length sales increases the absolute value of the discount, (δ̂avg) by 8%, switching to property coordinates in the assessment data reduces it by 36%, and not removing prebuilding sales increases it by 13%. Meanwhile, switching to block group fixed effects decreases its absolute value by 11%, switching to zip code fixed effects increases it by 13%, and the dropping of missing data observations increases it by 9%.

Common strategies to strengthen the robustness of empirical estimates do not fully remove the observed sensitivity of δ̂ to data processing choices. For instance, if we reduce our sample to the counties with particularly strong statistical support (≥500 identifying treatment and control sales, n=73), our estimates remain sensitive to most specifications (Appendix Figure A19). Similarly, if we only retain counties whose estimates of δ̂ are robust to variations in fixed effects (defined here as |δ̂−δ̂ref|<0.02 when switching to block group and zip code fixed effects, n=69), many estimates remain sensitive to data processing choices about arm’s-length filters and geolocation (Appendix Figure A20). A third potential strategy to enhance the robustness of estimates is to pool the data across larger geographic units, such as states. We repeat our full analysis at the state level for all states that contain at least 500 identifying treatment and control sales (n=32). Although we find that this approach greatly reduces the number of changes to the statistical significance of state-level estimates when changing spatial fixed effects (only one estimate switches, α=0.05), several results remain affected by choices on
arm’s-length filters and geolocation (Appendix Figure A21).

A full assessment of the mechanisms behind the observed sensitivities is beyond the scope of this article, but we search for potential reasons by closely examining the data for a small set of counties whose estimates of $\hat{\delta}$ are particularly sensitive to data processing choices despite strong statistical support. In Montgomery (Pennsylvania), Polk (Florida), and Fulton (Georgia) Counties, we find that many property boundary polygons are defined such that their centroids fall inside the SFHA, although their buildings are located outside (Appendix Figure A22). This leads to an underestimation of the absolute value of $\hat{\delta}$ when using parcel centroids to allocate treatment, a finding in line with Netusil, Moeltner, and Jarrad (2019). In Rock Island County, Illinois, we find that relying on coordinates in assessor data to identify SFHA location overestimated $\hat{\delta}$ because of the inclusion of many intrafamily and forced sales (sheriff’s deeds, executor’s deeds) whose response to flood zone location differed from those of arm’s-length sales.

Taken together, these findings suggest that underreported data processing choices are not inconsequential for the results of hedonic analyses. We acknowledge an important caveat: our illustrative case study is not intended to be representative for all contexts. For instance, hedonic estimates of the location of buildings inside versus outside of discrete flood zone boundaries are likely more sensitive to small spatial errors than estimates of the value of environmental amenities with less discrete spatial variation, such as air pollution.
or recreational access. Until future empirical work begins to examine the relative importance of those data processing choices in other contexts, a more consistent and transparent reporting in the published literature can help improve shared scrutiny and advance scientific progress.

6. Conclusion

Large-scale property transaction and assessment data offer unprecedented opportunities for detailed empirical research into the dynamics of land ownership, land policy, property valuation, and nonmarket valuation in the United States. After the conclusion of the ZTRAX program, analysts who work with and compile data from county- and state-level data sources, or who purchase similar data services from third-party providers, must address many of the issues discussed herein. Awareness of potential errors and biases, fuller documentation of data processing and filtering choices, and discussion of the potential effects of geographic omissions will enhance the transparency, replicability, and generalizability of empirical findings. We encourage journal editors and referees to require that authors include detailed documentation of data processing choices in their final manuscript submissions. In the absence of official best practices standards, this article can serve as a nonexhaustive checklist of potential issues.
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